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Cosmic Law is the Foundation of God Government!

A

s Chief of the Indian Council, I, Chananda, address you on Cosmic Law,
that Law written by the Hand of God that all must follow. Know that
when any body that is to conduct the affairs of God is out of alignment with
Cosmic Law there necessarily follows all manner of illness, negativity, and
disturbance. That body may be your own physical body, as well as the body of
your government. Both must be in alignment with the Will of God for Peace
to reign, for there to be the wholeness that allows for the full Abundant Life
to be lived.
Throughout the ages, history has shown that when there have been tyrants
ruling, there has been the downfall and desolation not only of one country,
but of civilizations, that then required the re-embodying of those initiates who
had gained in mastery and the ability to lead the charge and set an example
for those who still retained the desire of their Heart to follow those capable
of leading them to Cosmic Law.
Many of you have just that desire. You have tasted of the Light of your
Mighty I AM Presence. You have felt the waters of the Consciousness of your
Mighty I AM Presence wash over you. But contrary to that fervent desire is
the lukewarm state of affairs which the many still entertain because of their
untransmuted records that go unchallenged by the Light of their own Heart
Flame or Mighty I AM Presence. That lack of challenge is ofttimes fostered
by those karmic records that are present just below the level of conscious
awareness. But it is your mission in life to gain the Attainment to recognize
when such records are coming to the fore, catch that energy, that momentum,
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and that record, put it into the Flame and exercise the Christ Command that
will allow for you to continue on in Peace, Harmony and well-being.
This is the way countries too are to operate, by governments that are to see
to the well-being of the citizenry of the land. So that all functions in Divine
Order. So that Peace can reign. So that one to another all may live harmoniously.
You need not look far to realize there are troubled governments throughout
the land that have many in their state houses who are corrupt, that are as far
from Cosmic Law as any negativity that abounds throughout the Earth when
it comes to conducting the affairs of their country.
Why is this important to bring to your attention when it is so very obvious?
It is because, blessed ones, first and foremost, you must establish within your
own vehicles of consciousness enough Attainment and Mastery on Cosmic Law
that you are conducting your life according to the Mighty I AM Presence. And
then as the many begin to saturate the mental, emotional, physical, and memory
planes with God Consciousness, there can be a reverberation throughout the
land of a greater portion of Cosmic Law, of the Intonation established by the
Heart of God, to catch those lifestreams in an upward sweep and current that
will allow them to begin to change their own life, their affairs, to be more in
alignment with their own Christ Presence and Mighty I AM Presence.
It requires the calls and the Decrees that you are capable of giving daily
to clear the way of the debris of astral substance that still saturates the outer
consciousness and the emotional body of the multitudes because of their lack
of attainment and continuing to put their attention upon those lesser states
of consciousness, polluting their own vehicles and ultimately, their country,
their governments, and the world.
When I, Chananda, offered my assistance to Saint Germain for and on
behalf of the Flame of Freedom, it was to establish God Momentums that
would carry all of the lightbearers upon the Earth into a Golden Age! We have
worked mightily behind the scenes to establish areas of accelerated consciousness
regarding Cosmic Law so there could be more Sons and Daughters of God
adopting a better way of life that could be lived by the many and put it into action
into the affairs of the many countries, not just the United States of America.
And you can begin to see the leavening of the consciousness of some. But
what is at work presently in the land is the mass accumulations of human
creation and the riptides of thought and feeling that permeate all else. Many
are lesser states of vibration than you would care to contemplate, much less live
within. That mortal condition requires a greater burden of Light invoked by the
Sons and Daughters of God who have become the initiates on the Path to their
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Ascension, who have embraced the Mighty I AM Presence, have recognized
how to give the call to the Mighty I AM Presence, to the Ascended Masters,
to the Angels, to bring Light and a pathway of redemption to the Earth so
there could be new Dispensations and opportunity afforded even in the face
of such negativity.
This requires a great Sacrifice on your part — of the very lifeblood and
Love of your own Heart Flame — for it takes that kind of concentration upon
the Love of God to stream forth what is needed for the Earth. You have seen
throughout the ages periods of recorded history when a more than ordinary
shift in consciousness and Momentum of Attainment has occurred for the
Sons and Daughters of God. Do you suppose it came about by some accident?
It did not. It took great concerted effort on the part of Ascended and Cosmic
Beings to draw forth Dispensations so that there could be a new burst of Light
upon the screen of life, so that those who were even slightly interested in God,
interested in Love, interested in Harmony and Peace, would gravitate to this
new initiative on our part and new Dispensations granted.
For the Earth to enter into a Golden Age once more, full-blown round about
the globe, requires great Dispensations of Light. And for those Dispensations
to come forth there must be embodied disciples as Pillars of Light standing in
the Earth, galvanizing the Fullness of their Attainment and Mastery according
to the Divine Plan of their Mighty I AM Presence and applying Cosmic Law
at every turn as they have learned that Law from this Altar, revering the Truth
of Cosmic Law as the Rock that they resolve to stand upon, come what may.
And thereby the disciples would establish life as an Ascended Master Way of
Life for all to see the example, and move forward with the Blessings of God
flowing into the Earth, saturating the consciousness of the willing and lifting
them up into a greater Communion with their own God Presence — thus
opening the door for them to know how to follow Cosmic Law in their life
and allow for the Fullness of that Law to begin to establish throughout their
family, their home, their temple, their community, their country. So there can
then be an igniting of the Fires of the Heart of Freedom’s Flame for a Golden
Age to come to be!
Throughout the ages, many civilizations have reached the pinnacle of
technological attainment, cultural creativity, lifestyles of ease. You could say
that you are in one such era even now, compared to two hundred, three hundred,
two thousand years ago. But what is being done with the advantages afforded
by the abundant life that is lived and the attainment that has been garnered in
the intellect, in the freedoms of creativity, in easier and faster communication?
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In some areas, there is much good that is occurring, enough to fuel the Fire
of the Consciousness of God to carry on.
But what of those multitudes who insist on misusing every opportunity
that is given to them? This is where you must hold the balance, blessed ones,
with your calls — calls to the Archangels to send the Legions of Angels to
the Earth to stand in the midst of areas in the world where you would not
dare go nor should you consider. Certainly the Holy Angels are fearless.
Some banish the darkness on the instant they appear, no matter how dark
it may be. So you see, blessed ones, your calls are the answer.
Oh, there are many psychisms going on in the world where this person or
this group or this momentum fostered by some personage thinks they have
the answer, and they begin to spew out the astral substance into the Earth
that begins to permeate the consciousness of the many. They are cloaked
with a patina of psychic glamor that masks their true vibration. But when
you are a student of the Ascended Masters, when you have intoned the very
Vibration of your Mighty I AM Presence, when you have been in the midst of
the releases of the Ascended and Cosmic Beings, felt that Vibration through
and through your vehicles of consciousness, you recognize the astral substance
for what it is. And for some it will sicken the very stomach, it will cause the
skin to crawl, and perhaps the third eye or the crown will begin to Fire to
repel that very darkened substance from the astral plane.
This flashing forth of the Sacred Fire, blessed ones, you must recognize,
and that is why you enter into the Silence, into the Secret Chamber of the
Heart where Peace and Harmony reign, where the Love of God abounds so
that you might have the Fullness of the Presence of God overshadowing you,
even if it is only for a few moments each day. That is Hallowed Space, and it
gives you the immediate recognition of what it is like to be in the Presence
of God so that, from that point forward, you always recognize lesser states
of vibration on the instant.
But you cannot have only one such Communion with God to have it
fixed in your outer consciousness. For part of the Path of the Initiations to
your own Ascension in the Light is the Constancy of renewing the Charge of
the Mighty I AM Presence into your outer vehicles daily. It is that renewal
that resurrects any latent energies that may have tried to attach to your
vehicles of consciousness or that you in a weakened state have drawn into
your consciousness, so that you maintain a citadel of Light and a Vibration
that intones Cosmic Law.
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Then when you utter the command: “I AM,” there is Fohat in that
command! The Angels respond on the instant! The Ascended Masters
rush to your side to reinforce what you are drawing forth from within out.
That, blessed hearts, is the way you gain Mastery. That is how you prepare
for the Ascension in the Light. And that is how a Golden Age will come to
the Earth.
Oh, there are millions of lifestreams who do not believe what you believe.
Their consciousness is far removed from an Ascended Master Consciousness
or Vibration. But by the work that you accomplish, by the Sacrifice of your
Heart Flame, the very lifeblood of your vehicles that you ignite as a Fire
of Freedom, you will change not just your life, not just your family or your
community, but your country and your world. And that, blessed ones, is what
is needed in this hour. That is the Momentum that the Sons and Daughters
of God are to draw to the fore.
The Cosmic Councils all stand ready to respond with Dispensations when
the appointed hour is nigh. But the work of establishing the Pillar of Fire
comprised of your own vehicles of consciousness must come first. For the
few always hold the balance for the many. Thus it has always been and most
likely always will be. But the many can be leavened into a higher Vibration.
They can be drawn up into the Light of God. And when that occurs, your
Mighty I AM Presence will be the one responsible and deserving of the glory.
For each Mighty I AM Presence that has incarnated in the Earth
presently has prepared its Heart Flame within that lifestream to be able to
expand sufficiently to hold the Momentum of Fire required. That is why the
Dispensation of The Temple of The Presence has come forth. That is why the
ongoing work of The Temple will carry into the Golden Age, for it is based
on Cosmic Law. Just as Saint Germain fostered the coming to the fore of the
Constitution of the United States of America, so too I assisted El Morya with
bringing to the fore the Bylaws of this Temple, a document with the Fohat
of Cosmic Law written within it that would stand the test of time, allowing
for the laws of the land to be satisfied, fulfilling the Cosmic Law of God,
and affording the ability to move forward into the Golden Age! Oh, there
will be adjustments from time to time in that document, but it will always
be with the Blessing of El Morya and my Flame and by our direction, for we
know well every word, every Momentum that must be contained therein for
the greater good of all.
So you see, blessed ones, much has gone into the preparation to bring
to the fore Cosmic Law from this Altar so that you might have the purest,
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highest Teaching to stand upon as the Rock of your Attainment that you can
count on.
I have long desired to deliver this address to you, but it has only been now
that you were ready to hear it. Let my words and my Momentum of Light for
Freedom upon the Earth carry you through whatever trials and initiations
your own life may hold and give you the Strength and the God Determination
to maintain your Constancy in the Flame of God as you stand as a Pillar of
The Temple to fulfill your Fiery Destiny and the destiny of all upon the Earth
that depend upon this, The Temple of The Presence, and the Dispensations
that will come forth because of your work and your Momentum in the Light.
I, Chananda, bless you and send you the gratitude of my Heart for all that
you have already done and all that you will accomplish in the future, for the
record stands in Akasha that your Victory will come to pass!
I thank you!

Chananda
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